
Bank View Farm  :   Luxury Bed & Breakfast  
Walk 5 : Over the moors to Longshaw & back through Blackamoor Woods   

      7 miles / 11 km –  Approx. 3.5 hours  

A longer walk over the top of the moors, enjoying panoramic views, with potential refreshments on route 

at Longshaw Café or The Fox House Inn. 

 

To start, head up through the farm, keeping to the left and exit onto Moss Road through the top gate.  

Continue up Moss Road.  At the top of Moss Road turn left up the hill between two large rocks marking 

the track. 

1. At the top of the track go through the gate onto the moors. There are a number of tracks from this 

point.  Continue on up the main track for 50 yards and then take the right hand fork up onto the 

moors.  

2. After about 1km you reach a crossroads of paths with a large cairn visible to your left.  Take the 

path on your right and climb up toward Totley Trig Point.  20 Yards before the trig point you reach a 

main track where you want to turn right.  It is worth a brief detour up to the trig to enjoy the 

spectacular panoramic views in all directions.  

3. At the end of this track turn left and keep to the left when the track forks shortly after.  Follow this 

track over the moors. 

4. You reach a road at the end of the track.  Cross both roads and go through the small gate opposite.  

Follow the path away from the road and down some steep steps to a well made track and turn 

right.  Follow this track through some gates and into the woods to Longshaw.  There is a great Café 

here for refreshments or lunch. 



5. When you reach the buildings turn right up the main drive.  Take the path on your right just before 

you reach the road.  This climbs steeply up the hill to The Fox House.  This is an ancient Inn which is 

a great place to eat or have a drink. 

6. Walk up the road with Fox House on your left and take the path on your right in a 200m.  Follow 

this path over the moors. 

7. Go straight across Stony Ridge Road and through the gate opposite and follow the path over the 

moors for 1km. 

8. As you see a steep sided valley open up on your left look out for the path through a gate, over a 

stile and down into the valley.  Follow this down the side of the valley through a sheep field to The 

Seven Sycamores at the bottom of the field. 

9. Follow the path under the 7 sycamores and through the gate and keep following the main path 

down the hill. 

10. At the bottom of a hill you will come out into a clearing with two benches where several paths 

meet.  Keep to the right down the main track.  Follow this down to the road and then follow the 

road.  At the end of the road turn right onto Lane Head Road.  Bank View Farm is 100m on your 

right. 

  


